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HURRICANE-PROOF

M I A M I B E AC H
O C E A N S I D E E S TAT E
MARK R. KELLER, CHAIRMAN & CEO OF EDGE FUNDS, AND HIS WIFE CAROLYN
KELLER, FOUNDER OF EBEAUTY COMMUNITY THAT SPECIALIZES IN ASSISTING WOMEN
UNDERGOING CANCER TREATMENTS, HAVE LISTED THEIR “HURRICANE-PROOF” MIAMI
BEACH OCEANSIDE ESTATE FOR $19,250,000.
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his Miami Beach estate is located at
7815 Atlantic Way, sitting on over
16,000 square feet of land. The sprawling
three story 8,500 sq. ft. estate features
5-bedrooms, 6-baths, and 1-half
bath. Plus, two full kitchens, a theater, and an
entertainment area equipped with a full bar with
sliding glass walls that open up to the outdoors. This
home provides the ultimate entertainers’ escape
right on the ocean. To top it off, the home offers 3
built-in wine cellars (because one is never enough),
3 fireplaces (because in Miami anything lower than
75 degrees is winter here), a guest house and a
covered outdoor kitchen.
Built with concrete and steel reinforcement,
the entire property is built to withstand 257-mile
winds and rain with glazing and doors by Windoor
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8100 series’ highest-rated manufactured hurricane doors. 7
A/C units feed air handlers located throughout the house, if
a hurricane were to pass through the property, it also comes
with Gas Kohler Generator 50KW to power the entire house.
Mark Keller has developed, acquired, and managed as
an owner over $7 billion in real estate investments. Prior to
founding Edge, Mr. Keller was a co-founder, Chief Executive
Officer and Trustee of Republic Property Trust, a NYSE
publicly-traded real estate investment trust with an office
building portfolio valued in excess of $1 billion.
Carolyn Keller is the founder of EBeauty
community whose mission is to enhance and strengthen
the education, charitable, and community support network
for women undergoing cancer treatments. EBeauty works
to improve the quality of life of women undergoing
chemotherapy treatments through the implementation of its
Wig Exchange Program and Hospital Partnership Program.
Its primary goal is to provide all women, regardless of
economic status or geographic location, access to wigs. The
listing agent for this property is Miltiadis Kastanis of Douglas
Elliman Real Estate.
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